SMART THERMOSTATS
With the innovative American Standard® Link UX360 smart thermostat or the AccuLink™ Platinum 1050, Platinum 850, Gold 824 or Silver 724 smart thermostats, you can set your home to your ideal temperature from most web-enabled devices, like your smartphone.

**IDEAL COMFORT AND CONTROL.**

• Easily change the temperature before you arrive or if you forgot to set it before you left.
• Reduce costs by setting up a schedule or putting your comfort system into an energy savings mode when you’re away.
• Enjoy the convenience and security of text and email alerts.

**AWARD-WINNING EXCELLENCE.**

**Top Tier Owner Satisfaction for Gas Furnaces**
“National Product Testing and Research Magazine”
In 2019 and 2021 Summer Surveys of 36,348 gas furnaces, owned by members who purchased a new gas furnace [unit] between 2005 and 2021, American Standard gas furnaces were rated Top Tier in Owner Satisfaction.

**Top Tier Owner Satisfaction for Heat Pumps**
“National Product Testing and Research Magazine”
In 2019 and 2021 Summer Surveys of 13,458 heat pumps, owned by members who purchased a new heat pump [unit] between 2005 and 2021, American Standard heat pumps were rated Top Tier in Owner Satisfaction.

**Top Tier Reliability for Heat Pumps**
“National Product Testing and Research Magazine”
In 2019 and 2021 Summer Surveys of 13,458 heat pumps, owned by members who purchased a new heat pump [unit] between 2005 and 2021, American Standard heat pumps were rated Top Tier in Reliability.

**Top Tier Owner Satisfaction for Central Air Conditioning**
“National Product Testing and Research Magazine”
In a survey based on the proportion of members who are extremely likely to recommend their central air conditioning system to friends and family found American Standard Central Air Conditioning Systems’ to be Top Tier in 2018 and 2020 Summer Surveys of 23,997 central air conditioning systems, owned by members who installed a new system between 2005-2020.

**WE OBSESS OVER IT SO YOU DON’T.**

For over a hundred years, we’ve made some of the most awarded, well-engineered heating and conditioning equipment, and earned a reputation for doing things ...right. And through it all, we’ve followed a pretty simple idea: “A Higher Standard” isn’t just how we build our products. It’s how we build our relationships with the customers who depend on us every single day.
A CLOSER LOOK

AccuLink™ Platinum 1050 Smart Thermostat
- Built-in Bridge for Z-Wave® Devices
- Control over 200 Z-Wave smart home devices
- Wi-Fi connection
- Compatible with American Standard Link Communicating and AccuComfort™ Variable Speed Systems
- Zoning capable

American Standard Link UX360 Smart Thermostat
- Built-in Bridge for Z-Wave® Devices
- Control over 200 Z-Wave smart home devices
- Wi-Fi connection
- Compatible with American Standard Link Communicating and variable speed systems

AccuLink™ Platinum 850 Smart Thermostat
- Built-in Bridge for Z-Wave® Devices
- Control over 200 Z-Wave smart home devices
- Wi-Fi or Ethernet connection
- Compatible with AccuLink™ Communicating and AccuComfort™ Variable Speed Systems
- 4.3" touchscreen
- 5-day weather forecast and weather radar*
- Create up to four daily heating and cooling schedules
- Indoor relative humidity display
- Installation and User Setup Wizards
- Upgradable software

Gold 824 Smart Thermostat
- Built-in Bridge for Z-Wave® Devices
- Control over 200 Z-Wave smart home devices
- 4.3" color touchscreen
- Create up to four daily heating and cooling schedules
- Indoor relative humidity display
- Installation and User Setup Wizards
- Upgradable software
- Wi-Fi or Ethernet connection
- 5-day weather forecast, alerts and radar*
- Now ENERGY STAR® certified

Silver 724 Smart Thermostat
- American Standard Home compatible†
- 4.3" LCD touchscreen
- Create up to four daily heating and cooling schedules
- Dehumidification setting in cooling

* Internet connection required
† Optional Bridge for Z-Wave® Devices required.
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About American Standard Heating and Air Conditioning
American Standard has been creating comfortable and affordable living environments for more than a century. For more information, please visit www.americanstandardair.com.
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